ALFRED NOBEL THE MAN
" If I had not got my work here, Ardeer would certainly be the
most depressing place in the world. Picture to yourself everlasting
bleak dunes with no buildings. Only the rabbits find a little
nourishment here ; they eat a substance which quite unjustifiably
goes by the name of grass, and of which some few traces are to be
found here and there. This is a wonderful sand desert, where the
wind always blows, and often howls, filling the ears with sand
which also drifts about the room like a fine drizzle. There, like a
huge village, lies the factory, and most of the buildings have hidden
themselves behind sandhills. A few yards away the ocean begins,
and between us and America there is nothing but water, a sea whose
mighty waves are always raging and foaming. Now you will have
some idea of the place where I am living ; as I have said, without
work it would be intolerable. But work beautifies everything, and
thought creates a new life in which we can dispense with luxury and
comfort without missing them, and in which we are never forced to
feel the leaden oppression of boredom/1
The work that really interested him was scientific work, and as
early as 1885 he wrote to a member of his staff :
" When the improvements on which I am now working have been
carried out, I intend to retire from everything to do with business
and to live like an old maid, on the interest on my bonds. I am
therefore gradually selling out my various holdings in dynaixiite and
other undertakings. In saying that I intend to live like an old
spinster on my bonds, I should add that I do not mean to sit and
twiddle my thumbs, but that I intend to devote myself to science
to the exclusion of business/*
It is, however, no easy matter to wind up businesses involving
millions, and it may be questionable whether he ever considered
doing so more seriously. In 1893 he had an honorary doctorate
conferred upon hi-rn in Upsala, and although, as we shall soon see,
he was exceedingly indifferent to distinctions, he confessed that lie
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